
In the summer of 1785 Capt. Jean-François de Galaup de Lapérouse and his 200 men
set out from Brest on an ill-fated expedition around the world. They sailed on two ships,
the Boussole and Astrolabe, equipped with the finest instruments and packed to the
brim with provisions. It was a voyage that was designed to rival those of Capt. James
Cook, bringing the men fame and fortune and France glory, scientific discoveries and
geographic knowledge. Things didn’t go as planned.

In her thrilling debut novel “Landfalls,” Naomi J. Williams reimagines this epic voyage.
Rather than setting her tale at sea, Ms. Williams chooses the landfalls. Each of the 14
chapters is told from the perspective of a different person: the engineer Monneron,
Capt. Lapérouse, the naturalist Lamanon, the surgeon Lavaux and so on. Colonial
governors, an indigenous girl from Alaska and a woman from the Solomon Islands have
their say. Many of them are based on real people (the author has published a helpful
bibliography on her website), and the historical detail is rich without ever being
overbearing.

Ms. Williams brilliantly moves across continents and gives each landfall a distinct and
evocative voice. A Spanish lieutenant from another ship who meets them along the way
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Learning the Hard Way
Two ships set forth in 1785 on an expedition to bring France scientific glory. Things didn’t go
as planned.
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A graphometer—a surveying instrument used to measure angles—made in Paris in 1781 similar to the ones Lapérouse and
his crew used in charting the coastal landscapes they spotted from the sea. PHOTO: GETTY IMAGES/DEAGOSTINI
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narrates parts of a chapter set in what is now
Monterey, Calif. On Vanikoro in the Solomon
Islands, the story is told by one of the
islanders. The author goes back and forth
between the first and third person,
sometimes addressing the reader directly, at

other times using letters or official reports to move the story along.

In Tenerife, in August 1785, our narrator is the pompous scientist Lamanon, who likes to
be called “Chevalier” and who climbs the island’s volcano, Pico del Teide, to collect
plants and to take measurements. Lamanon is the expedition’s geologist, physicist,
botanist and meteorologist, and he’s prone to tell the other crew members that he
provides “four men of science for the price of one!” No surprise, Lamanon is unpopular.
But his ego fuels his optimism for the expedition. At Tenerife, he “looks out for the green
line of the tropic and thinks about the countryside near his home in France. How
verdant the rows of healthy bean vines! How marvelous the possibilities of science wed
to humanity!”

When we meet Lamanon he is concerned about the glory of France and his “unhappy
suspicion” that his English barometer might be superior to his French one. He has two
years, three months and 15 days left to live, Ms. Williams writes, but “he does not know
this, of course.” Lamanon and a dozen others would be massacred by the natives of
Samoa in December 1787. As for the rest of the men, they would disappear together with
the two ships.

In Concepción, Chile, Capt. Lapérouse is our guide. He describes meeting the Spanish
colonists and the young wife of one of the town’s dignitaries, the beautiful Eleonora. “Do
you have any children?” Eleonora asks Lapérouse, learning that she shares a name with
the captain’s wife. He replies: “No—that is, not when I left France.”

Ms. Williams has a knack for using small details to flesh out her characters. Take this
short scene at Eleonora’s house: Lapérouse and the Viscount de Langle, the Astrolabe’s
captain, are spending the night ashore and share a room. Lapérouse just wants to nap,
but Langle is already cleaning himself up for dinner. Meanwhile, the servants fuss over
their masters’ wigs. Lapérouse’s wig is in a terrible state, “subject as it was to constant
ill-treatment by its owner,” while Langle’s looks brand-new even after six months at sea.
Over the course of the next chapters, the initially difficult relationship between
Lapérouse and the elegant Langle grows into a deep bond.

Two twinned chapters are set in Lituya Bay, Alaska. In these, Ms. Williams tells us about
an encounter between Langle and his men from the perspective of the captain and from
the perspective of an unnamed indigenous girl.
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The girl talks about those strange “Snow Men” who came “with their two winged war
canoes.” Perhaps “Raw Salmon Men” would be more appropriate, she thinks, for their
skin looks “like salmon flesh before we smoke it.” She meets Langle at the beach, where
he offers her water from his flask. She steps back, offended: “I did not need his water,
which was actually our water.”

Langle’s own version of the encounter is quite different. He thinks of himself as “the sort
of European who put natives at ease.” But when he offers the girl water from his
canteen, “she drew away, her purple lips thinning in what he guessed was disapproval.”
Later, rowing back in a dinghy to the Astrolabe, he notices his canteen is missing. “The
girl,” he thinks, “she must have taken it.”

Both the girl and Langle also report on the terrible disaster that befalls the expedition
when, returning to the Astrolabe from the shore, a small boat carrying a group of men
capsizes. The girl watches as “one of the larger canoes turned and turned in the water,
huge waves filling it and soaking the men. . . . Even from the hill we heard the Snow Men
screaming.” Langle, for his part, is on the Astrolabe when tragedy strikes. He knows
something is amiss when a canoe of natives approaches his ship “with great speed and
urgency, the speed and urgency of bad news.” 

Another magnificent chapter follows a Russian translator, Barthélemy de Lesseps, who
leaves the Astrolabe at the Kamchatka Peninsula to make his way to St. Petersburg to
deliver the dispatches from Lapérouse to the French ambassador. “We’ll race you
home,” one of Lapérouse’s men says when a sorrowful Lesseps departs. They would
never see Lesseps or France again.

“Landfalls” is intelligent and utterly human. Ms. Williams has written a seductive page-
turner that, although we know the story ends tragically, draws the reader in and doesn’t
let go.

—Ms. Wulf ’s book “The Invention of Nature: Alexander von Humboldt’s New World” will
be published next month.
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